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Abstract. Early and accurate detection of Left Ventricle (LV) regional
wall motion abnormalities significantly helps in the diagnosis and followup of cardiovascular diseases. We present a regional myocardial abnormality detection framework based on image statistics. The proposed
framework requires a minimal user interaction, only to specify initial
delineation and anatomical landmarks on the first frame. Then, approximations of regional myocardial segments in subsequent frames were systematically obtained by superimposing the initial delineation on the rest
of the frames. The proposed method exploits the Bhattacharyya coefficient to measure the similarity between the image distribution within
each segment approximation and the distribution of the corresponding
user-provided segment. Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) is applied
to find the optimal direction along which the projected features are the
most descriptive. Then a Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier
is employed for each of the regional myocardial segments to automatically detect abnormally contracting regions of the myocardium. Based
on a clinical dataset of 30 subjects, the evaluation demonstrates that the
proposed method can be used as a promising diagnostic support tool to
assist clinicians.

1

Introduction

Heart failure is a prevalent disease that can be caused by various heart conditions, in particular, ischemic heart disease (IHD) [1]. The decrease of blood
supply produced by coronary artery stenosis impairs the contractile properties of
speciﬁc myocardial areas. This deviates the normal regional wall motion and contractility patterns of the myocardium, especially the left ventricle (LV). Early
and accurate detection of LV regional wall motion abnormalities signiﬁcantly
helps in the diagnosis and follow-up of IHD [2]. In routine clinical use, cardiac function is estimated by visual assessment and interpretation of LV and,
therefore, it is highly subject-dependent. Alternatively, computer-aided detection
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systems have been attempted in recent years in order to automatically analyze
LV myocardial function quantitatively [3], and to classify hearts into normal
or abnormal groups [4]. In clinical practice, the regional myocardial function is
commonly scored by following American Heart Association (AHA) standards
[5], where the LV is divided into 17 segments. Existing regional heart function
analysis methods are based on information theoretic measures and unscented
Kalman ﬁlter approaches [6], diﬀerentiable manifolds [7], independent component analysis classiﬁer [8], pattern recognition technique based on intra-segment
correlation [9], and tensor-based classiﬁcation [10]. Most of the existing methods
require extensive user interaction or computationally expensive segmentation
algorithms. This study investigates assessment of regional myocardial function
using MR statistics and starting from a minimal user input. Typically cardiac
MR data consist of 10 sequences, each comprising 20 or 25 temporal image
frames. From a simple user input, we computed image statistics that are related
to myocardium function. Given a user-provided delineation of the ﬁrst frame,
approximations of regional myocardial segments in subsequent frames were systematically obtained by superimposing the initial delineation on the rest of the
frames. The proposed method exploits the Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient [11] to measure the similarity between the image distribution within each segment approximation and the distribution of the corresponding user-provided segment. Linear
Discriminate Analysis (LDA) is applied to ﬁnd the optimal direction along which
the projected features are the most descriptive. Linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classiﬁer is then employed for each of the regional myocardial segments
to automatically detect abnormal functional regions of the myocardium. The
proposed method performs signiﬁcantly better than other recent methods and
requires fewer computational resources. The evaluations performed on a clinical
dataset of 30 subjects show that the proposed method is a promising diagnostic
support tool.

2

Constructing Image Statistics

We consider image statistics as representative features to classify regional myocardium into normal or abnormal classes. Let I be a set of cardiac MR images
of a single slice containing N frames 1 . Let I be a reference image which is an
end-diastolic frame corresponding to the largest volume during cardiac cycle,
whose delineation is given as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Let Γin , Γout : [0, 1] → Ω
denote respectively the corresponding manual endo and epi-cardial boundaries
of I. We divide I into M regional segments2 following the AHA standard [5],
and using anatomical landmarks 3 . Fig. 1(b) shows the regional segments for
I. For (n, m) ∈ [1...N] × [1...M], let Inm denotes the regional cardiac segment
nm
the boundary of Inm (refer
corresponding to segment m in frame n, and Γout
1
2
3

The number of frames N is typically equal to 20 or 25.
M would be 4, 6, and 6 for apical, mid-cavity and basal slices, respectively.
As suggested by [5] the attachment of the right ventricular wall to the LV is used to
identify and separate the septum from the LV anterior and inferior free walls.
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Fig. 1. (a) Manual delineation of the reference image I for a mid-cavity slice. (b)
Regional segments of the reference image I for mid-cavity slice.

to Fig 2 (a)). The classiﬁcation procedures are identical for apical, mid-cavity
and basal slices. Let us now superimpose the region deﬁned by the epi-cardial
nm
to the other frames in the sequence as shown in Fig. 2(a-c), and
boundary Γout
compute the corresponding image statistics (Fig. 2(d-f)). We deﬁne RΓ ⊂ Ω
nm
}, and PRΓ ,I the intensity
to be the region enclosed within Γ ∈ {Γin , Γout , Γout
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Fig. 2. (a-c): Regional myocardial segments superimposed on subsequent frames. (d-f):
the corresponding image statistics.
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PRΓ ,I (z) =

RΓ

K(z − I)dx
aR Γ

,

y2
1
K(y) = √
exp− 2σ2 ,
2πσ 2

(1)

where aRΓ is the area inside region RΓ and K is the Gaussian kernel [12]. Now
let PRΓin ,I denotes the image distribution corresponding to the blood within
the cavity of the reference image I whose delineation is given by the user (refer
to the distributions depicted by the discontinuous, red curves in Fig. 2(d-f)).
nm
by PRΓ nm ,I in all other
Furthermore, we estimate the distribution inside Γout
out
frames in the sequence as shown in Fig. 2(d-f) (continuous, pink curves). Now
we consider the similarity measurement, β, between image distribution PRΓin ,I
corresponding to the blood in the cavity of the reference image I and distribution
PRΓ nm ,I :
out
 
B(f, g) =
f gdz
(2)
β n,m = B(PRΓin ,I , PRΓ nm ,I ),
out

R+

B(f, g) is the Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient measuring the overlap (similarity) between distributions f and g. The range of the Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient is [0, 1],
with 0 indicating no overlap between the distributions and 1 indicating a perfect
match. The ﬁxed [0, 1] range of the Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient aﬀords a conveniently practical appraisal of the similarity. We expect that measurement β n,m
is related to the amount of blood in the corresponding segment Inm , a relationship that is demonstrated experimentally by the typical example in Fig. 2. Such
similarity is reasonable because the more overlap between the image distribution
within cavity and the distribution within regional segment Inm , the higher the
blood volume inside regional segment Inm . When a regional myocardial muscle
nm , I, does not
does not contract properly, the distribution of blood within RΓout
change and, therefore, β n,m ∀i ∈ {1, ..., 20}, can be used as a criterion to assess
the myocardial function of segment Inm . We then employ a linear SVM classiﬁer and use the estimated β n,m (there are 20 β n,m for one regional segment) as
features to classify regional myocardial segments as normal or abnormal.

3

LDA and Linear SVM Classifier for Regional
Myocardial Abnormality Detection

We applied Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to reduce the dimensionality
of feature vectors, β m = {β n,m } s.t. n ∈ {1, ..., 20}, while maximizing the distance between normal and abnormal classes. This can be achieved by projecting
estimated feature vectors, βm , to a new lower-dimensional feature space of βp m
s.t. βp m = FLDA (β m ). FLDA transforms β m to βp m to discriminate among abnormal and normal classes [13]. Subsequently, a linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classiﬁer is used to identify the decision boundary to classify the regional
myocardial segments into normal and abnormal categories. The vectors near the
decision boundary are called support vectors. We used linear SVM classiﬁer to
maximize the margin between the support vectors of both classes. We trained
the linear SVM classiﬁer by providing βp m and the associated labels of normal
or abnormal obtained from ground truth by an expert radiologist.
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Experiments

Data acquisition. A set of 2D short-axis cine magnetic resonance (MR) images
of 30 subjects were acquired over the cardiac cycle on a 1.5T scanner with fastimaging employing a steady-state acquisition (FIESTA) image sequence. The
acquisition parameters were: TR=2.98 ms, TE=1.2 ms, ﬂip angle=30 degree,
and slice thickness=10 mm. The data contain 90 short-axis image sequences,
each consisting of 20 functional 2D images. The results for 480 myocardial segments from apical, mid-cavity and apical were compared with ground truth
classiﬁcations by an expert radiologist4.
Applying Linear Discriminant Analysis. After estimating image features,
we applied a LDA transformation for each of regional myocardial segments individually. Fig. 3 shows the projected features βp m after applying LDA transformation for regional segment 3 of apical, mid-cavity and basal slices. The results
show that projected features for the apical cases are more discriminative than
basal and mid-cavity regions. This can be explained by the fact that there are
no papillary muscles in apical slices and, therefore, estimation of the distribution
corresponding to blood within cavity of apical slice is less challenging compared
to basal and mid-cavity slices.
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Fig. 3. projected features, βpm , after applying LDA transformation for regional segment
3 of apical, mid-cavity and basal slices

Linear SVM Classifier. We used 16 linear SVM classiﬁers to assess the 16
regional myocardial segments (normal/abnormal). Fig. 4 shows that the decision
boundary separates the normal and abnormal classes using linear SVM. The
decision boundary for apical is more reliable than the corresponding regional
segment in the basal slice. The greater the distance between the support vectors
4

Among the 480 myocardial segments, 389 segments were marked as normal and 91
as abnormal.
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Fig. 4. Decision boundary and support vectors for regional segment 3 of apical, midcavity and basal slices

of normal and abnormal classes, the more reliable the decision boundary. The
decision boundary in the case of mid-cavity slices suﬀers from misclassiﬁcation
because of the papillary muscles that are connected to myocardial wall.
Classification performance. We used two criteria to measure the performance
of each classiﬁer, namely the ROC , Receiver Operating Characteristics, curves
with corresponding AUCs, Area Under the ROC Curve, and the Bhattacharyya
measure [11] to assess the discriminative power of the features. Furthermore, we
assessed the performance of the proposed approach by training our algorithm
using 2/3 of the dataset and testing on the rest of the data.
ROC, AUC and Bhattacharyya measure. We show the ROC curves for
classiﬁer elements in Fig. 5. The ﬁgures show that the proposed method based
on the Bhattacharyya coeﬃcient is a reliable approach, for detecting regional
abnormality in cardiac MR images. Figs. 5 (a), (b) and (c) show that apical segments are better classiﬁed than basal while basal slices are better classiﬁed than
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Fig. 5. Receiver operating characteristics of classifiers. The closer the curve to the left
hand top corner, the better the classification performance.
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Table 1. The area under the curve corresponding to Fig. 5 and the Bhattacharyya
distance metric (B) of normal/abnormal distributions. The higher the values, the more
discriminative the ability of the classifier.

Apical
Mid-cavity
Basal

AUC

Bhattacharyya distance
metric (B)

0.94
0.85
0.87

0.91
0.85
0.94

mid-cavity slices. The AUCs corresponding to ROC curves in Fig. 5 are reported
in Table 1. We also used the Bhattacharyya distance metric, B, to evaluate the
overlap between the distribution of features over normal and abnormal classes.
The higher the B, the more discriminative the classiﬁer. The Bs in Table 1 are
consistent with ROC/AUC evaluations.
Table 2. The classification accuracy computed by leaving-one-third-of-the-subjectsout. The proposed method achieved an overall classification accuracy of 91.54%.

Sensitivity (%)

Speciﬁcity (%)

Accuracy (%)

100.0
93.33
83.0

90.91
92.93
94.45

92.86
90.48
91.3

Apex
Mid-cavity
Base

We also evaluated the performance of the classiﬁer by computing the accuracy, speciﬁcity and sensitivity over datasets. Table 2 reports the results. The
overall classiﬁcation accuracy is equal to 91.5%, with a sensitivity of 92.1% and
speciﬁcity of 92.8%. The highest performance was achieved for apical slices with
average of 92.9% for accuracy, 100% for sensitivity, and 90.9% for speciﬁcity.

5

Conclusions

We presented a regional cardiac abnormality detection method based on the
statistics of the image, which were estimated based on user-provided delineation
of the ﬁrst frame. Then, from this simple input, we estimated image statistics for
each regional segment, and used them as features for regional heart abnormality
classiﬁcation. The LDA was applied to estimate projected features and a linear
SVM classiﬁer was used to classify regional LV segments into normal or abnormal
classes. The experimental analysis was carried out over 90×20 segmented LV
cavities of short-axis MR images obtained from 30 subjects, and demonstrated
that the proposed method performs signiﬁcantly better than other state-of-art
methods, and can lead to a promising diagnostic support tool to assists clinicians.
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